
Psalm 70 
 
Psalm 70 may be the most typical Psalm. Though brief it covers what is at the heart of many 
Psalms – acknowledged need, a plea for help, confidence of salvation, and thus praise to God. 
Most of its phrases can be found repeated elsewhere, sometimes repeatedly. Eight Psalms, in 
some of their parts, sound very like this Psalm – Psalms 22, 35, 38, 40, 60, 70, 71, 102.  
 
Read Psalm 70.  
Keep it open and read these eight Psalms finding the phrases that are common to Psalm 70. 
 
Did you notice? Psalm 70 is a repeat, almost word for word, of the closing verses of Psalm 40 
(verses 13-17). Psalm 40 is an earlier Psalm (the Psalms were not necessarily written in the 
order in which they are numbered now, but 40 is maybe hundreds of years earlier than 70.)  
 
Did you notice that some of Psalm 40 sounds like Psalm 69 – ‘the slimy pit’? If you were to read 
Psalm 41, which is often read as a continuation of Psalm 40, you would notice even more 
phrases and themes common with Psalm 70, and yet even more with Psalms 69-72. This is 
because Psalms 40 and 41 do the same work as Psalms 69-72 – they close a Book. 
 
The 150 Psalms are in 5 Books. Book One ends with Psalms 40/41; Book Two ends with 69-72. (I 
am preaching this Eastertide season Psalms 68-72, closing Book Two.) The closing Psalms in a 
Psalter (a book of Psalms) are selected because they sound common themes and phrases found 
throughout the Book – a sort of summary or final repetition to re-inforce. 
 
But these two sets of Psalms – 40/41 and 69-72 - close different books which have, for the most 
part, different themes and phrases.   
Q. So why the intentional parallel at the ends?        A. To connect the two books. 
 
Psalms written by David dominate Book One. They are generally the earliest Psalms. They do 
not dominate Book Two. The world has changed. Many of the Psalms in Book Two were written 
and sung while Israel was in exile – 500 years after David. In Book One we can often see or 
imagine what were the personal circumstances of David when he wrote or which inspired his 
writing. In Book Two the personal has been replaced by the corporate. Not so much David 
anymore, though he is often near in thought, now it is Israel. Israel is the ‘poor and needy’; 
Israel is identifying with David. And Israel is borrowing the Psalms of David to sing new songs in 
anew context.  
 
Name one.  
Name a circumstance that this Psalm, simple and brief, speaks the prayer of your heart.   
Name Two 
 



In Psalm 40 David pleas for help and is confident of it. He is in trouble; he is the ‘poor and 
needy’. Sometimes David protects the ‘poor and needy’; he is king after all and that is the king’s 
charge from God. And sometimes David identifies himself as the ‘poor and needy’; a man in 
trouble is a man in trouble, king or not.  
 
I regard ‘poor talk’ as too prevalent among us. We speak as if we were in poverty sometimes. 
We constantly compare ourselves to those few who have more. If the whole world were 
placed in a line from poorest (1) to richest (100), and I was the sole support of a family of four 
with the salary of a public school teacher, I would be number 95 or 96 in that line. ‘Poor talk’ 
is simply false and self-serving. Yet… David the king uses it truly and with benefit to many. 
How so? 
In what ways, at what times, are you truly ‘poor and needy’? 
Has/Would this Psalm help(ed) give you the words? 
 
 
 
So… Psalm 70 sung anew by those who had long memorized and sung Psalm 40 now sing it 
while in exile. Because the Psalm is not specific as to what are the troubles or who are the 
enemies or what precisely is the nature of the help needed it lends itself to repeated use in 
many many circumstances – exile now included. Thus this Psalm connects Book Two to Book 
One (and prepares for Book Three) by being brief and highlighting the few core themes of the 
Psalms – again these are: acknowledged need, a plea for help, confidence of salvation, and thus 
praise to God. In this way, with this unoccasioned Psalm, those in exile connect to and can use 
well in their new context the songs and faith of their ancestral land and peoples. 
 
Listen to Psalm 137: 
 By the rivers of Babylon we sat and wept when we remembered Zion. 
 There on the poplars we hung our harps, 
  for there our captors asked us for songs, 
   our tormentors demanded a song of joy; 
    they said, ‘Sing us one of the songs of Zion!’ 
 How can we sing the songs of the Lord while in a foreign land? 
 
Have you ever taken a song well known to you and used it meaningfully in a context different 
from the original context in which it was written or in which you first learned it? 
 
Taking a Psalm and applying it our circumstances is one of the chief qualities scholars see in 
John Calvin who spent years preaching from the Psalms to his congregation. 
 
Again, when did you say this Psalm/prayer last? 
When will you again? 



The opening line of Psalm 70 may be the most repeated line of any Psalm. In the 6th century 
Benedict organized the readings of the monks in monasteries, insisting on all 150 Psalms being 
recited every week. At the seven hours of prayers each day the monks are to chant the first 
verse of Psalm 70. Then and now, for 1,500 years, thousands have chanted ‘Hasten, O God, to 
save me; come quickly, Lord, to help me’. 
 
But Benedict was not the first. A century earlier John Cassian toured the empire to witness the 
varied practices of Christian Faith. He was struck by the prayers of the Egyptian monks. He was 
particularly impressed with Abba Isaac and with his repeated use of the first verse of Psalm 70. 
He quotes the Egyptian as saying: 
Not without reason has this verse been selected from out the whole body of Scripture. For it 
takes up all the emotions that can be applied to every condition and attack. 
It contains: 

an invocation of God in the face of any crisis,  
the humility of a devout confession,  
the watchfulness of concern and of constant fear,  
a consciousness of one’s own frailty,  
the assurance of being heard,  
and confidence in a protection that is always present and at hand, 

for whoever calls unceasingly on his Protector 
  is sure that he is always present.  

It contains: 
a burning love and charity,  
an awareness of traps,  
and a fear of enemies. 

… 
This verse should be poured out in unceasing prayer so that we may be delivered in adversity 
and preserved and not puffed up in prosperity. You should, I say, meditate constantly on this 
verse in your heart. You should not stop repeating it when you are doing any kind of work or 
performing some service, or are on a journey. Meditate on it while sleeping and eating and 
attending to the least of needs of nature … Let it be the first thing that comes to you when you 
awake, let it anticipate every other thought as you get up, let it send you to your knees as you at 
all times. 
 
Memorize this line. Now. 
 Hasten, O God, to save me;  
  Come quickly, Lord, to help me. 
Name the best time of the day for you to say this prayer. Commit to do it for a week. 
 
 
 



Haste. 
Come quickly. Now. 
Sounds demanding. It is.  
The desperate are less concerned with manners and more with salvation. The sinner cries out. 
The drowning man yells. The woman without justice bangs on the judge’s door all night long. 
 
The Scriptures are filled with those who call out to God and know now is the day of salvation. 
The woman whose last flour and oil for her son and herself will now expire tells the prophet. 
The centurion whose daughter is dying begs Jesus to come without interruption.  
 
Often it seems late, too late. Martha saying to Jesus ‘If you had been here my brother would 
not have died’. Sarah thinks she was too old to bear a son of the promise. 
 
But God delivers, and on time. The man who whispers from the cross ‘Remember me…’ hears 
‘This very day…’. All the saints in the last book of the Bible who called out from the beginning 
unceasingly ‘Come quickly’, hear Jesus say ‘Behold. Yes. I am coming soon.’ We all say ‘Amen. 
Come, Lord Jesus!’. 
 
What do you need now…Now? 
Dare to call out … Desperately? 
What inhibits you?  
Why do you hesitate? 
 
 
‘Aha! Aha!’ 
This is not the sound of discovery but of scorn. 
Jesus heard it as he carried his cross through the streets of Jerusalem; David before him 
through the same streets. Now, no doubt the Israelites hear it while in exile from their captors. 
 
It is the sound of those disparaging God as if to say ‘Your god did not save you; not much of a 
god, eh?’ Remember in Psalm 69 that the reputation of the Psalm writer and reader is wrapped 
together with the reputation of God. An extraordinary thought. I am so identified by others, 
enemies included, as belonging to my God that my well-being reflects directly on God. The 
opposite also true: I am as zealous/jealous for the things/house of God as … as God. 
 
Really? 
That can be said of me? 
Is it true? 
 
 
 



This study is representative of a third way to examine and explore Scripture – historical 
criticism.  
 
Textual criticism, which we heard about and practiced the first week with Psalm 68 is the hard, 
often tedious, work of determining, from the hundreds of ancient manuscripts scattered in 
monasteries, libraries, and museums around the world, which is the text that is closest to the 
original text. Bruce Metzger was the best textual scholar produced by America in the last 
century. He was my teacher at Princeton. We students referred to him as the man who wrote 
the footnotes in the Bible. When we asked him a question about a Bible passage he would 
quote the Greek and be able to tell us the variant readings of the verse down through the ages. 
When I open my Greek New Testament on the front page it reads Bruce Metzger, Editor. 
Pastors seldom do the original work of textual criticism. We rely on the work of Professor 
Metzger. I am grateful to have known him and studied under him. (A special treat was the open 
house of his home every Friday afternoon late when his wife Isobel served us starving 
seminarians her homemade cookies.) 
 
Form criticism is the careful reading and re-reading of a passage to discover its rhetorical art. 
We considered and used this in listening to Psalm 69 last week. What form does this passage 
have? Poetic or prosaic? Simple narrative or highly edited history? Individual flourishes or 
formulaic finishes? My Classics teachers (the study of ancient Greek and Latin language and 
literature) at the University of Pittsburgh and at the University of Chicago taught me form 
criticism. They stand in a line of those who have made these inquiries into ancient pagan and 
Christian texts for two millennia. I am grateful to them. They were patient with me. I learned to 
ask questions of a text that I otherwise would not know important or possible. I practice this 
form of Biblical criticism more than most preachers and teachers because of their training. 
 
Historical criticism asks the questions of original context – when and where, and thus by whom 
and for whom was this passage or book first written. For example the four Gospels: Matthew 
writes to Jews; Mark to Romans; Luke to Greeks; John to the world church. That’s good to 
know; it helps my understanding. I was taught this form of criticism early but with warning. 
Many who practice this form of scholarship, explain away Scripture more than help explain it. 
For example: If the last half of Isaiah was written by someone much later than the historical 
prophet Isaiah then none of its predictions of the exile are taken seriously because the exile had 
already begun. The last half of Isaiah might have been written later writer identifying with 
Isaiah, but its descriptions of the exile and of God’s intentions in it are nonetheless infallible 
records for our reading and faith and life. 
 
Our brief study of this brief Psalm presented some of this historical criticism regarding the 
placement of the Psalm in the Psalter, its late date (compared to David), and the original 
purpose of the Psalm. Did you find it helpful?   


